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ABSTRACT: Hovercraft is a car that flies like an aircraft, but can float, drive like 

a car, and pass through ditches and ravines since it is a flat land. The vehicle is 

like a plane. Sometimes, a hovercraft also calls an air cushion car because a 

cushion of air can float or move across surfaces of soil or water while holding off 

the surfaces. Hovercraft can travel across all sorts of flooring areas including 

grass, mud, muskeg, sand, fast sand, water and ice. Hovercraft can climb paths up 

to 20 percent, depending on the nature of the surface. For many apps modern 

hovercrafts are used, where individuals and machinery must be able to move at 

velocity over water, load and discharge soil. They are used for instance as 

passenger or freight carriers, recreational equipment and even as warships. 

Hovercrafts are very interesting to fly and to feel that it is special to travel from 

land to water and back. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

As we understand hovercraft today, life began as a test design to decrease the drag 

put on boats and boats while they were plucking water [1]. The Swedish designer 

proposed the first registered design for an air coil car [2]. The craft looked like a 

revolving dinghy with a center cockpit [3]. The operator could raise or lower two 

oar-like air scoops that would force compressed air to be lowered under the hull and 

thus raise it above the surface by means of downward strokes [4]. The plan was 
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short-lived because it was never constructed, for quickly realized that a power supply 

was much higher than a single human instrument to run such a machine [5]. A 

hovercraft was practically feasible only in the early 20th century, since only a large 

power/weight ratio of internal combustion engine was appropriate for flying in hover 

[6]. A British invention in the 1950 and 1960 was the basis for the first practical 

design for hovercraft. It is used now in disaster relief, coast guard, military, and 

survey apps and also in sport or passenger services worldwide as specialist transport. 

Hundreds of individuals and cars were carried throughout the English Channel on 

very big variants, while others used for military apps to carry tanks, troops and big 

machinery in hostile settings and fields. 

 

WORKING 

 

The hovercraft operation principle is to raise the craft with an air coil to drive it with 

propellers [7]. It is from the concept to improve the velocity of boats by feeding air 

under them that the concept of supporting the car on an air cushion evolved [8]. The 

air under the hull would lubricate the surface and decrease the water flow through 

the water [9]. Large fans that fit into the main framework of the craft sucked the air 

through a harbor [10]. The gas turbines or diesel engines power them. The air is 

driven to the bottom of the ship. The air from the skirt is applied to inflate the skirt 

on the manner and the remainder is dug into the skirt region. When the stress is equal 

to the craft weight, the craft raises and air flows around the edges of the skirt. 

Therefore a steady air supply is necessary to raise the craft and make up for the 

losses. The craft is therefore raised. The propellers attached to the hovercraft are 

given after the propulsion. The air from the propellers pass over rudders that are used 

to manage an aircraft-like craft. So hovercraft is driven and regulated and flying 

through its strong engine. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

The hovercraft is design with an engine and propeller function. It also comprise of 

air cushion and rudders for maintaining stability. This hovercraft develop for 

travelling and cover the distance through air or water medium which will be really 

faster. 
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